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STAFF BRIEF 

This document is the staff’s comparison of the Secretary of the Interiors Standards for Rehabilitation, Design Guidelines for Denver 
Landmark Structures and Districts, the Landmark Preservation Ordinance (Chapter 30, Revised Municipal Code) and other 
applicable adopted area guidelines as applied to the proposed application.  It is intended to provide guidance during the 
commission’s deliberation of the proposed application.  Guidelines are available at www.denvergov.org/preservation 

 
Project:   #2023-COA-058 LPC Meeting:   March 7, 2023  
Address:    3225-3227 West 21st Avenue    Staff:   Brittany Bryant 
Historic Dist/DLM:  Witter Cofield  
Year structure built:  1955 (district period of significance prior to and including 1943) 
Council District:  #1 - Amanda Sandoval     
Applicant:    Andre Couvillion – RealArchitecture | UnRealConstruction 
 
 
Project Scope Under Review: 
Infill Construction, Phase I: Mass, Form, & Context 
 
Primary Structure Footprint: 34’-8” X 76’-2” Primary Structure Height: 30’ 
Garage Footprints:19’ X 25’-2” Garage Heights: unknown 

 
 
Staff Summary: 
The applicant, RealArchitecture | UnReal Construction, is proposing to demolish the existing non-contributing 
structure and construct a new 2-story with rooftop penthouse, duplex residence with two detached garages. The 
proposed infill development is a flat roof structure with a third-floor gable roof penthouse structure. The duplex 
units will have separate entrances, both facing the street, covered with a partial width porch. The entrance 
massing is minimally recessed from the primary street fronting massing.  
 
The proposed construction site is located at the western edge of the Witter Cofield historic district boundary along 
West 21st Ave. On this portion of the district, there are 2 contributing structures that face onto West 21st Ave. Both 
of these structures are Queen Anne in style. The Witter Cofield district is designated for a variety of late 19th early 
20th century architectural styles. Building heights range from one to two-an-a-half stories, with historic duplexes 
typically one-story in height. The building form is based off the duplex development within the district.  
 
No elevations of the garage structures have been provided, however, garages appear to be boxy in form with roll 
up door access on the alley. 
 
Phase II: Design Details will be reviewed following Phase I: Mass, Form, and Context approval.   
 
Registered Neighborhood Organization (RNO) comments: 
Staff formally referred this project to the RNO on November 10, 2022. The application state the applicant met with 
the RNO on November 9, 2022. At the time of writing the staff report, staff had not received formal comment from 
the RNO on the project.  
 
 
 
 



Excerpted from Design Guidelines for Denver Landmark Structures & Districts, November 2022 
 
Guideline Meets 

Guideline? Comments 
 

4.1 Respect established building 
location, lot coverage and open 
space patterns when locating a new 
building.  
a. Design the site footprint of a new 
building to be compatible with the existing 
historic lot coverage pattern on the 
surrounding context/block.  

b. Provide a general pattern of open 
space that is compatible with the existing 
historic pattern on the surrounding 
context/block. For more information, see 
“General Principles for Site & Landscape 
Design” on page [73] for more information.  

c. Locate a garage or secondary structure 
to be consistent with the location of 
secondary structures in the surrounding 
context.  

 

 
Yes 

 
Proposed structure is centered on the lot 
creating a front, rear, and side yards. 
 
The side yard setback are 5’-2”, the adjacent 
contributing structures have a variety of 
placement on the lot with 3221 W 21st placed 
closer to the east property line and 3205 W 
21st Ave having large side yards as it is a 
corner lot. 
 
Proposal will have a significant amount of 
depth on the lot; however, the bulk of the 
primary structure is located on the front 65% 
of the lot.  
 
Footprint is a typical development pattern for 
new infill construction on a 25-foot lot in which 
3 feet of side interior setback is required. 
 
Two detached garages will be located on at 
the rear of the property, 40’-6” from the 
primary structure due to the large lot depth. 
 

 
4.2 Locate a new building to respect 
the alignment of historic building 
façades and entrances in the 
surrounding context/block. 
a. Locate a new building to reflect 
established setback patterns of the 
surrounding context/block. 

c. Where front yard setbacks are uniform, 
place a new structure in alignment with its 
neighbors. 

d. Orient a building’s entrance to be 
consistent with the established historic 
pattern of the surrounding context/block. 
Typically, the primary entrance faces the 
street. 

 
Yes/No 

 

 
Proposed infill will be setback approx. 33’–9” 
from the sidewalk to the front façade of the 
structure. The proposed partial width porches 
will encroach into the setback 6’-8”.  
 
Staff are concerned that the building massing 
will sits forward of the two historic structures 
on the east side of the block. However, this 
structure is meeting the zoning requirements 
for block sensitive setback and setback of the 
two contributing structure is not uniform. It is 
difficult to read the ground plan comparison as 
the adjacent structures porches are not clearly 
distinguished. Additionally, renderings and 
elevations of the proposed structure do not 
show it in context with the historic contributing 
structure. The structure could be relocated on 
the lot to be in alignment with the historic 
structures without encroaching into the rear 
35” of the lot. 
 
The building’s entrances are oriented to the 
street and will be located on the side of the 
structure on a recessed mass. Each entrance 
will have a porch.  
 



 
4.3 Design a building to include the 
typical features and rhythms of historic 
buildings in the surrounding 
context/block, using similar 
proportions and dimensions. 
a. Foundation heights  

b. Floor-to-floor heights and overall 
building height  

c. Window locations, proportions, and 
recess in the wall  

d. Entry and porch location, size and 
proportions.  

e. Scaling elements and articulation, such 
as belt courses, dormers, balconies, 
decorative roof cornices, etc 

 
Yes/No 

 

 
A raised foundation is proposed. The 
foundation height will be 1’-3”. The foundation 
height matches that of the adjacent 
contributing structure and the duplex structure 
to the west outside of the district boundary. 
 
Floor to floor heights is typical. The ground 
floor, 9’-1 1/8” and will be taller than the 
second floor, 8’-1 1/8” and the third floor, 7’. 
Additionally, the 3rd floor penthouse is setback 
over 18 feet from the front façade to reduce its 
visibility from the public right of way.  
 
Window proportions appear typical. The 
second-floor windows on the primary façade 
do appear to be low on the wall plane. The 
structure does have a tall parapet to provide 
screening for the second floor. A building 
section has not been provided, but staff would 
recommend moving the second windows up in 
the wall plane to better balance the 
appearance of the floor-to-floor height and 
match typical window locations in the district.  
 
Duplex structures in this district tend to be 
separated and defined by a porch. The 
proposed infill is matching this district pattern.  
 
Additional scaling elements could be included 
in the design detail phase.  
 

 
4.4 Design the height, mass and form 
of new building to be compatible with 
the historic context. 
a. Design new building to be within the 
typical range of building forms, heights 
and sizes in the surrounding 
context/block. 

b. Construct a new building at the same 
grade as historic buildings on adjacent 
lots. 

c. Use floor-to-floor heights that are 
similar to those in the surrounding historic 
context.  

d. Design the façade to reflect typical 
historic proportions of height to width in 
the surrounding context/block, such as a 
defined roof cornice on a commercial 
structure. 

 
Yes/No 

 

 
Building will be 30’ tall to the top of the third 
floor. However, the third floor is setback over 
18’ from the front façade. The building 
massing as viewed from the sidewalk will be a 
little over 23’ tall. The adjacent contributing 
structure building heights are 35’-5” for 3221 
W 21st Ave and 36’-2 ½” for 3205 W 21st Ave. 
Overall building height and appearance of 
building height is subordinate to the 
contributing structures on the block.  
 
Both vertical and horizontal articulation and 
shifts in wall plane have been used to break 
up the apparent scale of building mass. 
 
Façade does have typical building elements, 
such as a decorative solider course at the 
building parapet, porch walls, and window 
headers. 
 
Floor-to-floor heights are similar to the 
surrounding context; however, second floor 



 front façade windows could be moved up to 
better balance the floor-to-floor heights.  
 

 
4.5 Design a new building to be 
recognized as current construction, 
while respecting key features of the 
historic district as well as the 
surrounding historic context/block. 
a. Use simplified interpretation of historic 
designs found in the historic district or use 
contemporary design that is compatible 
with historic siting, massing, and forms 
found in the historic district. 

b. Include features that relate to the 
surrounding historic context/block, such 
as front porches in a residential setting, or 
a defined roof cornice on a commercial 
structure. 

c. Use contemporary details, such as 
window moldings and door surround, to 
create interest and convey the period in 
which the structure was built. 

 

 
Yes 

 

 
The proposal will be recognizable as current 
construction.  
 
The structure features modern/contemporary 
design choices that relate to the surrounding 
context such but is clearly a modern 
interpretation of the historic multifamily one-
story development within the district.  
 
The design retains a traditional design 
elements such as front porches, window sills 
and header, and a decorative but simple 
parapet.  
  

 
4.6 Use a roof form that is compatible 
with the historic context. 
a. Use a roof form that is consistent with 
the typical roof forms of existing structures 
in the district in terms of pitch, orientation, 
and complexity. 
 

 
Yes 

 
A flat roof is proposed with a 3rd floor gable 
roof penthouse structure. Flat roofs are typical 
of multifamily development within the district.  
 
The third floor is setback over 18’ from the 
front façade and is a low pitch gable. It will be 
minimally visible from the right-of-way. 
 
Rooftop decks are not historically found  
within district.  Although they have been 
approved by the Commission on new 
construction. The deck is largely concealed 
from the public right-of-way and at the front of 
the structure.   
 

 
4.8 Design windows, doors and other 
features to be compatible with the 
historic contributing primary 
structures and the historic context.  

a. Incorporate windows, doors and other 
openings at a ratio similar to those found 
on nearby historic structures. Incorporate 
doors and windows with similar 

 
Yes 

 
The proposed fenestration pattern on the front 
façade is individual window openings that are 
symmetrically stacked. Small accent windows 
are used above the doors and on the side 
elevations.    
 
The fenestration is a modern/contemporary 
interpretation of window patterns seen on 
multifamily development within the district.  
 



proportions to those in the surrounding 
historic context for new construction.  

c. Maintain the typical historic placement 
of window headers and sills relative to 
cornices and belt courses.  

d. Use window and door widths and 
heights that are similar to windows and 
doors on historic buildings in the 
surrounding historic context.  

e. Additional flexibility may be granted for 
window and door placement on façades 
that are not readily visible from the street 
or public vantage points. 

The window programing is more cohesive in 
design while having a modern/contemporary 
feel.  
 
Window proportions appear typical. The 
second-floor windows on the primary façade 
do appear to be low on the wall plane. The 
structure does have a tall parapet to provide 
screening for the second floor. A building 
section has not been provided, but staff would 
recommend moving the second windows up in 
the wall plane to better balance the 
appearance of the floor-to-floor height and 
match typical window locations in the district. 
 
Placement of windows on the secondary 
facades is fairly regular with more variety in 
placement toward the middle of the massing. 
 
Door placement and height is typical of the 
surrounding context. 
 

 
4.12 Design a new duplex or town 
house to be compatible with the mass 
and scale of adjacent single-family 
dwellings.  
a. Divide a duplex or town house into 
modules that reflect the typical widths of 
single-family dwellings on adjacent 
properties.  

b. Incorporate a front porch for each unit 
when these porches are needed to reflect 
the typical rhythm and proportions of front 
porches along the block. 

 
Yes 

 
Duplex has been divided into modules that 
reflect typical widths of the contributing single-
family homes on the block  
 
A front porch will define the entrance of each 
unit and are oriented towards the street and 
sidewalk.  
 
The porches will have simple shed roofs, with 
brick knee walls and support columns. Porch 
design is typical of the district.   

 
4.18 Locate a new garage or secondary 
structure to reinforce surrounding 
historic development patterns. 
a. Located a new garage or secondary 
structure within the typical range of 
locations of garages and secondary 
structures in the surrounding historic 
context.  

b. Where most secondary structures in the 
surrounding historic context are located 
along an alley and are oriented toward the 
alley, orient a new garage or secondary 
structure similarly. If historic garage doors 
faced the alley, design a new garage door 
with doors to also face the alley. 

 
Yes 

 
Garages are located behind the primary 
structure at the rear of the lot.  
 
Garages will be accessed off the alley. 
 
Garages will be minimally visible on the east 
and west side of the primary structure. 
However, the lot is very deep and therefore 
the visibility from the public right-of-way is 
reduced by the depth of the lot.  



 
4.19 Design a new garage or secondary 
structure to be compatible with, and 
subordinate to, the primary structure 
and surrounding historic context.  
a. Design the mass, form and roof shape 
of a new garage or secondary structure to 
be compatible with the primary structure 
and other historic secondary structures in 
the surrounding historic context.  

b. Design the height of a new garage or 
secondary structure to be within the range 
seen in the surrounding historic context.  

 
No 

 

 
A simple square footprint for the garages is 
shown in plan however not further information 
on the garage structures have been provided. 
Garages are typically reviewed 
administratively by Landmark staff however 
when part of infill development the 
Commission typically reviews garages. 
Elevations of the garage structures should be 
provided in the Phase II: Design Detail 
submittal.   
 
 
 
 
 

 
Recommendation: Approval with Conditions 
 
Conditions: 1. Restudy the building setback to be within typical ranges of the historic structures and 

respect the alignment of the two contributing historic structures on the block. 
 2. Adjust second floor window placement in the wall plane on the front façade to be higher to 

match district patterns for placement of second floor windows. 
3. Provide elevations of the garage structures in the Phase II: Design Detail submittal.  

 
Basis: Proposed infill development is not compatible with mass, form, and context of the Witter 

Cofield Historic District. Duplex could be better placed on the lot to match the setback 
patterns of the adjacent contributing structures. Second floor windows on the front façade 
could be better placed in the wall plane.  

 
 

Suggested Motion:  I move to CONDITIONALLY APPROVE application #2023-COA-058 for the Phase I: Mass, 

Form, and Context at 3225-3227 West 21st Ave, as per design guidelines 4.1-4.6, 4.8, 4.15, 4.18 character-

defining features for the Witte Cofield Historic District, presented testimony, submitted documentation and 

information provided in the staff report with the following conditions: 

1. Restudy the building setback to be within typical ranges of the historic structures and respect the 

alignment of the two contributing historic structures on the block per guideline 4.2 a & c; 

2. Adjust second floor window placement in the wall plane of the front  façade to be higher to match district 

patterns for placement of second floor windows pre guideline 4.3 c. 4.4 c, and 4.8 c; and 

3. Provide elevations of the garage structures and ensure they comply with guideline 4.19. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Witter Cofield historic district with site of 3225-3227 West 21st Avenue outlined in red 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

END 
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